Abstract-The identification of protein complexes is an essential step to understand the principles of cellular organization and biochemical phenomena. A large dataset of experimentally detected protein-protein interactions (PPI) has been determined using high-throughput experimental techniques. However, these datasets usually contain spurious interactions, which complicate the accurate identification of protein complexes by using computational methods. In this study, a novel method is developed to predict protein complexes based on PPI network topology and gene ontology. A protein functional similarity is performed to estimate the reliability of this interaction. A minimum cut-based method is used to detect protein complexes in the weight network. Experimental results show that our method performs better than several efficient, existing clustering algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
In the post genomic era, one of the most challenging tasks is the prediction of protein complexes from PPI networks. In cells, protein complexes can perform various functions, such as dynamic signaling, and act as cellular machines, rigid structures, and post-translational modification systems [1] . In general, PPI networks can be represented as undirected graphs G (V, E), in which the node V denotes proteins and the edge E corresponds to interactions among these nodes. Protein complexes generally correspond to dense subgraphs in a PPI network because proteins in the same complex are highly interactive with one another. Many algorithms, such as Cfinder [2] , CMC [3] , IPCA [4] , MCODE [5] , and PCP [6] , based on the hypothesis have been proposed to discover protein complexes.
Gavin et al. [7] proved that a protein complex comprises two components, core and attachment. Many researchers applied this concept to design detecting protein complex, such as COACH [8] , Hunter [9] , and Core [10] .
Protein interaction data produced by high-throughput experiments are often associated with high false-positive results, which may have a negative effect on the discovery of complex algorithms. For this reason, many computational approaches have been proposed to assess the reliability of high-throughput protein interaction data. Liu et al. [3] proposed the AdjustCD weighting method, which applies an iterative procedure that relies solely on network topology to calculate the reliability of a binary protein interaction. Their experimental results show that the iterative scoring method can effectively reduce the effect of random noise on the performance of a complex prediction method. Lubovac et al. [11, 12] introduced two PPI graph weighing schemes to calculate the weight of each interaction in the graph as similarity indicated in the gene ontology (GO) [13] terms of the corresponding proteins and obtained benign outcome. Luo et al. [14] used protein semantic similarity based on GO terms to filter interactions with low GO semantic similarity and added other interactions with high GO semantic similarity for a new reliable network. This new reliable network can effectively reduce the effect of random noise.
In this study, a novel method is developed to identify protein complexes based on topological characteristics and GO in PPI networks. First, a weighted method for each pair of interacting proteins is proposed on the basis of AdjustCD distance [3] and GO semantic similarity. Protein complexes are then detected on the basis of minimum cut in the weighted network. We compare our method with CMC [3] , Core [10] , PCP [6] , Cfinder [2] , Coach [8] , and IPCA [4] in terms of specificity, sensitivity, and f-score by using two datasets of yeast protein interactions, Krogan [15] and DIP [16] . The experimental results show that our approach is more efficient than these algorithms.
II. METHODS

A. GO semantic similarity
GO [13] is considered as a de facto standard for the annotation of gene products. GO is applied to organize data regarding gene function in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of terms and their relationships. DAG consists of three subontologies, such as molecular function, biological process, and cellular component. One important aspect of GO application is to measure semantic similarity between gene products. The similarity of two gene products based on GO annotations can be considered as the similarity of two sets of GO terms. Considering the definition of term-wise similarity, we can determine the similarity of two proteins annotated by two sets of GO terms. In this study, the average of three semantic similarity values is used as the semantic similarity of the interaction. With an edge (u, v) ∈ E in the graph G, we assume that a protein u is associated with the following GO terms {t u1 , ..., t ui }, and that a protein International Conference on Computer Science and Service System (CSSS 2014) v is associated with the following GO terms {t v1 , ...,t vj }. The similarity between proteins u and v based on gene ontology can be defined as follows: (1) where Sim (t ui , t vj ) is the similarity between the GO terms t ui and t vj based on the ISM method, an improved measure proposed by Yang et al. [17] . ss (u, v) of each edge e (u, v) is normalized as follows: (2) B. A novel functional similarity based on topology and GO annotation Several approaches to PPI graph weighting use the graphtheoretic methods, such as CD-distance [3] , FSWeight [19] , and AdjustCD [3] . These methods were proposed based on the principle that the higher the number of common interactors shared by two proteins, the more likely they are functionally related. The complex detected approach [3] , which is employed to predict protein complexes that take advantage of the AdjustCD to obtain the expected outcome. The AdjustCD distance of edge (u,v) is defined as follows:
where u and v are used to penalize proteins with very few neighbors as in FSWeight [19] . However, these approaches only use the topology of the graph to induce weighting. The GO annotation regarding the molecular function of the proteins and their involvement in biological processes or cellular components likely increases the reliability of PPI, thereby reducing the number of false positives.
Based on this information, a new method is proposed to assess the reliability between two interacting proteins u and v by combining topology and GO semantic. This combination is expressed as follows:
C. Interaction Closeness Between Core and Peripheral
The IPCA algorithm [4] defines the interaction closeness (IC) (v, K) of a vertex v to a subgraph K, which is used to determine the mechanism by which a vertex is closely connected to a subgraph. In this study, IC is generalized to the weight network and defined as follows: (5) where Nv corresponds to all the direct neighbors of a given vertex v. |V K | represents the number of vertices in the core K.
D. The Definition of -modules
The definition of -module has been proposed in a previous study [20] and defined as follows: Given an undirected graph G (V, E) and a threshold , a subgraph H  G is a -module if the following condition is observed:
where  is a parameter determined by user.
III. OUR PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Our method operates in two main stages. In the first stage, a new weight network is constructed on the basis of AdjustCD and the GO semantic similarity of the PPI network according to Eq. (4). In the second stage, the protein complexes in the network G' = (V, E, w) are detected. First, the protein cores in the network G' = (V, E, w) are identified using a CreateCore algorithm by detecting q-connected graphs with a minimum cut-based method. Then, a noise-filtering method is applied to process the PPI data, in which the iterations with low GO similarity less than a given threshold α are filtered. Some proteins are then selected as attachments to form complexes with the cores by an expanding core algorithm. A merge-complex algorithm is applied to process the complex set, which merges the complexes with a high overlap. The details of Algorithm 1 are presented as follows: Algorithm1.Detecting the complexes in the weight network; Input: the PPI network G' = (V, E, w), q, α, T,  and the IC threshold T; Output: CP: the set of protein complexes; 1. CG = CreateCore (G',q);//create complex cores from G' //(V, E, w) and reference 
degree of a vertex v is denoted as d w (v), which is the sum of the weights of the edges connecting v. For each core cg, d w (v) of each neighbor v is computed. The neighbor v with a max d w (v) is selected to merge into the core cg if the IC (v, cg) > T. Once a neighbor v of core cg is merged into the core cg, the core cg is updated. The neighbors of the core cg are then reconstructed. Once none of the neighbors of the core cg can be merged into the core cg, the extension of the core cg is terminated, that is, a complex is formed. On the basis of the definition of -module, we discard the complex cg-module. The expanding core procedure is described in detail in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Expanding core (CG,T,)
Input: CG: set of complex cores, T, ; Output: CP: set of final complex 1. CP = ; Set Sq = ; // initialization 2. for each cg in CG 3.
for each v  N (cg) 4.
compute 
A. Datasets
We apply our method on the two datasets of yeast protein interactions, namely, Krogan [15] and DIP [16] . The Krogan dataset consists of 2,675 proteins and 7,080 interactions among the proteins, and the DIP dataset has 4,930 proteins and 17,201 interactions. To evaluate the predicted complexes, we use two gold-standard sets of protein complexes in our experiments. One set comprises 236 handcurated complexes, including three or more proteins from CYC2008 [21] . The other gold-standard set of 428 complexes is the union of Aloy [22] , MIPS [23] , and SGD databases [24] known as -Combined.‖ Both of these datasets are used as benchmark complexes in this study because they have been employed in many computational approaches [25, 26] . Based on known protein complexes, an overlapping score [20] OS (x,y) between a predicted protein complex x and a known protein complex y is used to determine the extent by which these two variables match each other. They are considered as matching if OS (x,y) ≥ 0.2 in this study.
B. Comparison with other approaches
We compared our method with six previous competing algorithms, such as CMC [3] , Core [10] , PCP [6] , IPCA [4] , Coach [8] , and CFinder [2] with recommended parameters. Furthermore, we evaluate the experimental result with four evaluation metrics, namely, specificity (Sp), sensitivity (Sn), f-score, and p-value, which are described in a previous study [20] . Table 1 shows the comparison results between these algorithms and our method in terms of DIP data with two benchmark datasets (Here, we set q = 0.6,  = 0.5, T = 0.12,  = 0.6 for our method). The Sp and f-score of our method are higher than that of other algorithms with the two benchmark data. The Sn of our method is lower than that of Core, IPCA, and Coach because the number of identified complexes by our method is less than these algorithms. Nevertheless, the overall performance of our method is significantly more efficient than that of other algorithms. Similarly, our method can achieve the highest f-score on Krogan dataset (Here, we set q=0.75, =0.5,T=0.08, =0.9) as shown in Table 2 by providing the highest Sp and comparable Sn, indicating that our method can predict protein complexes very accurately.
Considering the interactions with higher weight in which AdjustCD and GO terms are combined in the networks, we describe that our method achieves higher Sp and f-score than the other approaches. To investigate the biological significance of the predicted complexes further, we use p-value based on a hypergeometric distribution and conduct GO enrichment analysis using the tool GO-TermFinder -0.86 [27] .
A detected complex with corrected p-value below a cutoff threshold is considered significant (cutoff is set as 10 -4 in our experiments). We compute the proportion (called accuracy) of significant complexes in all identified ones to evaluate the performance of various algorithms. The accuracy of the six complex detecting methods, such as CMC, Coach, Core, CFinder, PCP, and our method are evaluated separately in three GO categories (i.e., BP, CC, and MF). Fig. 1 shows the comparison results based on this measure using the Krogan and DIP data. In the case of DIP dataset (see the left panel of the Fig.1 ), the accuracy of our method in the aspect of BP is 95%, which is 11%, 23%, 31%, 59%, and 64% higher than CMC, Coach, CFinder, Core, and PCP, respectively. Our method still performs the best in terms of CC and MF. Furthermore, the CMC method is comparable to the performance of our method, but the PCP and the Core can only predict a small proportion of significant complexes because the PCP and the core extract contain too many small complexes. In general, predicted complexes with small sizes possibly yield large p-values [28] . In the case of Krogan dataset (see the right panel of Fig.  1 ), the accuracy of our method outperforms the other algorithms of the DIP dataset in terms of BP, CC, and MF. The p-value analysis shows that our method mines protein complexes with high biological significance.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a novel method is proposed, in which the topology of a PPI network and GO terms are combined to mine protein complexes. First, a novel weighted strategy based on AdjustCD and GO terms is proposed to construct a new weight network. Second, q-connected graph is mined as the core of protein complex based on minimum cut. Finally, the attachments are added to the core to form a complex based on the IC between the neighbor of the core and the core. The predicted complexes, which do not satisfy the definition of -module, are discarded.We applied our method on two different yeast PPI networks with two benchmark complex datasets. Experimental results show that our method could detect complexes more precisely and more meaningfully. In future work, we will still focus on how to detect complex more accurately combined the other biological knowledge and the topological characteristics. Table 2 . Results of various algorithms using Krogan datasets with two benchmark datasets. 
